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RESEARCH ARTICLE

Side-splitting masculinity: comedy, Mr Bean and the representation
of masculinities in contemporary society

Patricia Neville*

Department of Sociology, University of Limerick, Ireland

(Received 13 February 2007; final version received 17 January 2009)

This article concerns itself with the characterisation of Mr Bean and the popularity this
particular representation of masculinity has enjoyed over the past 10 years. It contends
that the character of Mr Bean offers more than light entertainment to its viewing
audience but also has the potential to test the boundaries and conventions of hegemonic
masculinity. In this regard, this article considers how the physical comedy in the
Mr Bean series facilitates a deconstruction of the signs, symbols and imagery of
masculinity. An interpretative analysis will be developed to illuminate the possibility
of a subversive reading of Mr Bean. As an example of a contra-indicative or subverted
masculine representation, the character of Mr Bean is also examined in relation to the
other popular representations of masculinity of the ‘New Man’ and ‘New Lad’ and
proposes that Mr Bean represents a continuing trend in the commercialisation of
masculinity in contemporary society. This fusion of a contra-indicative masculinity
with unprecedented commercial value brings into question whether Mr Bean is really a
counter-hegemonic masculine representation at all.

Keywords: popular representations of masculinity; hegemonic masculinity; contra-
indicative masculinity; the masculine ‘other’; the ‘play frame’ of comedy

During the 1990s the character of Mr Bean and his anarchic physical comedy received

both critical acclaim and public adoration. The first programme of this occasional comedy

show was transmitted on New Year’s Day in 1990 on British television and proved an

instant success, attracting an audience of 13 million (Dessau 1999, p. 181). The same

programme went on to win three Montreux Television Festival Awards later that year

(Dessau 1999, p. 188). Though only 14 half-hour episodes of Mr Bean were made, with the

last episode, ‘Goodnight Mr Bean’, being aired on British television on 30 October 1995

(Dessau 1999, p. 221), its lead character managed to gather an unprecedented public

following. A vibrant commodity culture quickly developed around the character fuelling

the production of Mr Bean mugs, diaries, books, screensavers and other official

merchandise. This commodification of Mr Bean also contributed to the character being

used to endorse a number of commercial products, such as M&Ms and Fuji Film (Dessau

1999, p. 246). By 1999 the television series had been sold to over 82 countries (Dessau

1999, p. 219). Despite this popular and commercial success very little academic attention
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has been paid to either the character or the television series. This article aims to redress this

imbalance and highlight some reasons why a formal investigation of this popular cultural

product should be undertaken. It will contend that this character offers more than just light

entertainment to its audience but can, with a more refined and systematic mode of analysis,

provide us with a timely exposition of masculinity in the late-twentieth century. Overall,

this article argues that the cultural mode of physical comedy can create a contra-indicative

representation of masculinity that has the ironic effect of reaffirming hegemonic

masculinity rather than repudiating it.

Men in the mass media

A distinct gender bias pervades the study of gender representations in the mass media with

the majority of studies addressing female representations and their impact on their viewing

audiences’ sense of self and gendered identity (Craig 1992, Hanke 1992). However,

research into the representation of men in television comedy is relatively well

documented. Inspired by the ‘sex role perspective’ approach content analysis is often used

to record the different images of men portrayed in the media (Fejes 1992, p. 9). Most work

in this tradition converges on the core finding that men are typically portrayed in a

negative and bumbling manner (Suls and Gastoff 1981, cited in Fejes 1992, p. 11).

However, on closer examination it has been found that this representation can be further

demarcated along class lines with the middle-class father emerging as ‘kind, sensitive,

caring and domesticated’ against the ‘clumsy, awkward and inept’ representation of their

working-class counterpart (Cantor 1990, cited in Fejes 1992, p. 18). This trend of

‘softening’ the construction of masculinity in television comedy by co-opting middle-class

values (Butsch 1991, cited in Hanke 1992, p. 194) would appear to reflect a historical trend

in the representation of men in television comedy. Butsch (1991, cited in Hanke 1992,

pp. 192–193) has documented a class shift in the representation of men and families in

domestic television comedy with the working-class family popular in the programmes of

the mid-1950s to the early-1970s giving way to the middle-class family in the 1980s (e.g.

The Cosby Show, Family Ties). As a result, a new media representation of masculinity is

projected of the ‘upwardly mobile, white, liberal, middle-class man’ (Hanke 1992, p. 193).

From these instances it is clear that the medium of television comedy can act as an

interesting sociological canvas where issues of identity and representations can be

articulated and explored.

Interestingly, media scholarship seems divided on how to interpret the significance of

this media genre and its continued use of inverted male character types. Some

commentators maintain that comedy can have an ‘emancipatory’ (Kellner 1979, p. 487)

quality by helping to peel back the ideological façade to expose the true state of affairs in

society. This approach adopts a longsighted view of comedy to argue that comedy and

comic forms actively intersect with socio-historical events to produce a particular form of

social commentary specific to the period. For instance, Himmelstein (1994, pp. 113–114)

notes that the ‘nonsense’ comedy that was popular in the nineteenth century reflected the

rigidity of Victorian society and its obsession with class and etiquette. In this regard, it can

be argued that new popular cultural forms, including comedy programmes and forms, have

the potential to mount a critique of society (Kellner 1979, pp. 489, 494). However, other

research developments remind us that while the comic message might be subversive, the

medium of television would appear to conspire heavily against its efforts in this regard.

First, the observations made by the Frankfurt School (e.g. Horkheimer and Adorno 1969,

Benjamin 1970) and postmodernists such as Jameson (1991) and De Bord (1994) among
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others, throw into sharp relief the continued encroachment of commercial interests into the

cultural sphere of production. The near-global popularity of Mr Bean and its expansive

franchise of products already mentioned highlight the economic power of media

organisations to transform the cultural landscape of contemporary society. Secondly, the

predominance of genre-based analysis in media studies has made it relatively easy to

identify the formulaic way in which ideology can pervade in situation and domestic

comedies. In the first instance, the serialised nature of television comedies helps to ensure

the containment of difference and change (Newcomb 1974, cited in Cantor and Cantor

1992, p. 26). Secondly, the construction of television comedy characters tends to uphold

sex-role and trait stereotyping (Livingstone and Green 1986, cited in Wober and Gunther

1988, p. 90). Thirdly, the absence of character growth across different episodes has the

effect of freezing the time–space continuum of the programme. Together, these factors

help to ensure the persistence of a ‘sanitised’ (Zynda 1988, p. 134) construction of reality

in television comedy thereby enabling television comedy to convey the dominant

ideology. As a result, many conclude that television comedy and its characters are

ideological and only ‘mildly provocative’ (Himmelstein 1994, p. 194).

However, the television series of Mr Bean does not easily comply with the conventions

of media genre analysis. Firstly, Mr Bean was an occasional comedy series and did not

adhere to the standard programme format of episode serialisation. Each programme

comprised two or three comic set pieces with no necessary link or narrative binding them

together into a meaningful whole. In addition, there was no linear follow-on or

continuation of events from one programme to the next. Therefore all episodes were

produced as singular and completely-formed sketches. Secondly, as the title suggests, the

comic nature of Mr Bean was character-led, being solely derived from his physical actions

and reactions to everyday situations. As a result, there was a lack of a fully-drawn and

permanent cast of supporting characters that could help expand the plot as well as help to

introduce subplots. Thirdly, Mr Bean is based on an interesting mix of near-silent and

physical comedy. This dependency on visual comedy contrasts sharply with most

television comedies that derive their comic relief from their cast of characters and their

relationships and exchanges.

Clearly, a new research approach is needed to analyse the comedy of Mr Bean, one that

can account for its unique genre as well as the embedded nature of Mr Bean in

contemporary culture. This article proposes that an interpretative analysis of Mr Bean can

be developed by contextualising the characterisation and comedy of Mr Bean against a

number of key frames, namely the wider socio-cultural-political debate of gender identity

in the 1990s and its exploration of the influence of the hegemonic masculine ideal on male

experiences and popular male representations, the ‘play frame’ of its specific type of

comedy and its ability to deconstruct the signs of masculinity and, lastly, media research

into male representations and the theorising potential of hegemonic masculinity and

counter-hegemonic masculinities. Each of these socio-cultural developments can be

argued to have a creative influence on the shaping of the character of Mr Bean and the

development of its mass appeal.

Men’s studies and the representations of masculinity in contemporary society

As a relatively recent formal topic for investigation, ‘the study of masculinity as a

specifically male experience’ (Brod 1987, p. 264, italics in original) has quickly developed

into an institutionalised discipline. This discipline has produced a growing body of work

that not only reiterates the socially constructed nature of gender but has also fuelled
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a broader debate about masculinity in contemporary society. It maintains that our

understanding of masculinity, or more accurately, what it means to be male, is, of late,

experiencing a period of uncertainty (Solomon-Godeau 1995, p. 70). As a result, men’s

studies has adopted the position that masculinity is ‘a problematic gender construct’

(Kimmel 1987, p. 10) and has articulated a growing sense of unease with many of the

traditional markers of masculinity.

At the same time, men’s studies has generated a distinctive discursive formation about

the role and purpose of masculinity in contemporary Western society. On the one hand, we

encounter the taken-for-granted assumptions that inform the established definitions of

masculinity. Hegemonic masculinity posits that masculinity displays an epistemic

authority in modern society, existing as the ‘complete persons’ (Smith 1974, p. 85) of

modernity. However, this pronouncement is based on a very specific construction of

masculinity. Firstly, it proposes that all men are defined by an ‘abstract mode of action’

(Smith 1974, p. 89) and are emotionally detached from both their surroundings and their

social relations (Bordo 1986, p. 451). Such an orientation is presumed to lead to a goal-

orientated, rational and objective thinking style. Secondly, this ideal male type is also

accepted to be physically powerful with the musculature of men’s bodies acting as a

signifier of their strength, power and control (Morgan 1993, Cornwall and Lindisfarne

1994, pp. 11–14, 20–21). Thirdly, the archetypal male is also assumed to be rampantly

heterosexual, operating within a restricted range of actions where he can be both violent

and romantic (Cornwall and Lindisfarne 1994, pp. 13–14). Consequentially, men’s

experience of reality has come to be understood as being defined by power, status and

heterosexuality. With these ‘badges of manhood’ (Kimmel and Kaufman 1994, p. 271) a

distinctive ‘separation, conquest, return’ (Brod 1987, p. 265) model of masculinity has

emerged as the ideal. The ‘macho man’ construct openly embraces the hegemonic

construction of masculinity to be a powerful, physically strong, independent social actor

who can use violence to maintain a sense of order and control over every situation

(Chapman 1988, p. 227, Rutherford 1990, p. 28). This hegemonic construction of

masculinity is conveyed by the ‘male media image’ (Fejes 1989, p. 218). It portrays him as

a ‘rational, intelligent, stable and tolerant’ man of undeclared marital status. In this

respect, this ‘goal-orientated, violent, active’ man emerges to be heterosexually available

as well as being in full employment (Greenberg and Hecter 1983 and Gunter 1986, both

cited in Fejes 1989, p. 217). In crime and action genres, male characters tend to be

suspended in an ideological frame of ‘masculinism’ in which masculinity is signified by

the male body as a constellation of ‘power, authority, aggression, and technology’ (Hanke

1990, p. 233).

However, this model of hegemonic masculinity has increasingly been challenged by

the emergence of a counter-discourse that pronounces that it offers men an impossible

ideal (MacGhaill 1994, cited in MacGhaill 1996, p. 133). Through scrutinising and

critiquing the notion of ‘male privilege’ (Brod 1987, p. 264) men’s studies contends that

no single, all encompassing notion of masculinity exists. Men’s studies proposes that

multiple ‘masculinities’ (Brod 1987, p. 264) exist, all of which are influenced by ‘how

specific concepts and social forms of masculinity intersect in men’s lives’ (Brod 1987,

p. 264). As a result, it has been argued that men’s lives are based on ‘a series of

discontinuities’ (Brod 1987, p. 265) and not a linear, goal-orientated trajectory. In the first

instance, research into contemporary masculinity has revealed that the notion of

masculinity has become a ‘relentless test’ (Kimmel 1996, p. ix) which ‘carries with it the

constant burdens of proof’ (Kimmel 1996, p. x) for men to justify their existence. Attempts

to measure up to the ‘abstract ideal’ (Smith 1974, p. 80) can be found in men’s pursuit of
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physical excellence in the area of sport, body fitness and physique (see Kimmel 1996), in

the military professions (Barrett 1996) and in the tendency for middle-aged white

professional men to become ‘weekend warriors’ (Kimmel and Kaufman 1994, p. 267). In

homo-social settings such as all-male workplaces or in the gym, straight men reaffirm their

allegiance to the hegemonic ideal by participating in a sexist joking culture (Lyman 1992)

and its ‘superstud’ formulations (Collinson 1988, p. 238). Male homosexuals also

experience an ambiguous relationship with this masculine ideal. The emergence of the

‘masculinization of gay culture’ (Cole 2000, p. 126) and its focus on the ‘macho’ man and

his body (Cole 2000, p. 133) reveals an ironic identity formation project that reacts against

the feminising of homosexuality under patriarchy by co-opting the signifiers of the

established ideal. Through such a strategy, male homosexuals can reclaim their social

identity as well as enabling a ‘safe eroticism’ (Humphries 1985, cited in Cole 2000, p. 128)

to be pursued and allowed under patriarchy. Women who work in all-male settings also

undergo a transformation that finds them co-opting the aforementioned male behaviours

(see Carey 1994, Neville 2003). All of these instances appear to highlight the existence of

an elaborate boundary management strategy at the heart of hegemonic representations

(MacGhaill 1996, p. 133).

Secondly, the hegemonic construction of masculinity is purposely designed to

accentuate the dominant position of men in society. However, men’s studies reminds us

that masculinity encompasses many different categories of men, each with different

resources and access to this presumed power in society (Cornwall and Lindisfarne 1994,

pp. 20–21). In this respect, the experiences of some men would challenge the ‘necessary

and vital presences’ (Smith 1974, p. 85) they are presumed to hold in modern society. For

instance, the existence of support groups for battered husbands and the mobilisation of

men’s groups, such as the ‘Fathers4Justice’ movement highlighting the inequalities that

fathers face in child custody cases in Britain (see Dyer 2004, p. 16), help to signal the

heterogeneity of the ‘male social universe’ (Smith 1974, p. 86). Evidence of a growing

unease about the normative ideal of hegemonic masculinity can also be found in popular

culture and its establishment of the ‘New Man’ characterisation (Chapman 1988, p. 225,

Rutherford 1990, p. 28). The ‘New Man’ is a distinct popular culture product and the

creation of advertising strategies of the 1970s. With his ‘bony frame, an unassertive

manner, a desire for nurturant activities and a wish to express emotion’ (Cornwall and

Lindisfarne 1994, p. 16) this representative stands in total contrast with the hegemonic

male type. This reversal of the macho man offers us a version of a ‘feminised’ masculinity

(Cornwall and Lindisfarne 1994, p. 16). Its aim was to transcend the hegemonic

construction of masculinity and replace it with a softened version of maleness that was

married and overly paternal (Hanke 1990, p. 231). As a result, a new version of

masculinity is promoted in magazines and advertisements that is artistic, domesticated,

emotive, intimate, affectionate and considerate (Chapman 1988, pp. 226, 227). By

extension, the sub-category of the ‘New Father’ has also emerged. This enlightened

parental figure is conveyed to be youthful with equal measures of sexuality and sensitivity

(Rutherford 1990, pp. 34, 36). Clearly, these ‘new-man-as-nurturer’ (Benyon 2004, p. 199)

variations of the hegemonic masculine type can be interpreted as a reaction against the

‘sort of conceptual imperialism’ (Smith 1974, p. 88) felt by some men about the very

symbols, discourses and practices that are used to define themselves as masculine subjects.

While the New Man was embracing a pro-feminist interpretation of masculinity in the

1980s, a much more abrasive and anti-feminist representation of masculinity was on the

rise in the early and mid-1990s. This ‘New Lad’ representation could be found in such

publications as Loaded and FHM and comedy programmes such as Men Behaving Badly,
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and appeared to embrace a ‘harder and distinctly laddish masculinity’ (Alexander 1997,

cited in Benyon 2004, p. 208). In these cultural sites a new discursive form of masculinity

was emerging for whom ‘drinking, football and sex’ (Benyon 2004, p. 211) were his

calling-card. This ‘strong heterosexual script’ (Benyon 2004, p. 209) attempted to celebrate

the ‘ordinary’ working guy and his ‘ordinary’ pastimes of ‘football, beer, rock and birds’

(Calcutt 2000, cited in Benyon 2004, p. 210). From this ‘working-class machismo’

(Benyon 2004, p. 211) a new discourse of laddism developed which indulged ‘the errant

side of masculinity, a return to unreconstructed basics like flesh, fun and unself-

consciousness’ (Benyon 2004, p. 212). This notion of the irresponsible and irascible male

was also wrapped up in an ironic discourse which used the apparent reflexive nature of these

men to render them immune from criticism when they and their publications were allowed

to trade in blatantly sexist and homophobic viewpoints without censure (Benwell 2008, pp.

18, 19). The rediscovery of a ‘fundamental’ masculinity (Benyon 2004, p. 213) in the New

Lad is interesting because through its heavily ironic discourse this specific representation of

masculinity is allowed to persist against a politically correct cultural–political backdrop.

It is clear from the above discussion that the image of masculinity and its

accompanying ‘sign-system’ (Barthes 1990, p. 9) is standing at a decisive crossroads.

Despite the social and political currency of this debate it is increasingly difficult to create a

new middle ground for discussion and reflection on notions of maleness. Such is the extent

of the inter-referential tensions between the hegemonic ideal of masculinity and its

mounting deviations that there is a growing sense of social and symbolic unease about how

we conceptualise masculinity. As a result, the opportunity to challenge the normative

‘epistemological stance’ (Bordo 1986, p. 451) adopted by masculinity has been met by

either resistance from some men or rebellion by others more disenfranchised by this

identity project. Whatever position one adopts in this discursive continuum, the

ideological force of the hegemonic masculine ideal continues to act as the centrifugal

element. While new variations of the ideal have been developed in recent years it is

important to remember that these deviations would neither exist nor have any value except

for the persistence of the ideal formation. Under these circumstances we are forced to

conclude that the recent debate about contemporary masculinity has only reassured us of

the imperviousness of the hegemonic masculine ideal. In the next section I will discuss

how the character of Mr Bean and his comic actions compare to the ‘abstract ideal’ (Smith

1974, p. 80) of hegemonic masculinity. I will use the interpretative context of comedy as a

means of interpreting his similarities and deviations from this ideal.

Comedy and the identity politics of Mr Bean

I contend that the comic series of Mr Bean can offer us a unique insight into how the male

identity process is maintained and more importantly, gain a keen appreciation of how

fragile this project can be. As a comic representation of masculinity, Mr Bean presents us

with a male character that is in a constant struggle to maintain some sort of balance in his

everyday existence. All of his actions are tinged with the very real possibility of collapsing

into chaos and with it the destabilisation of the social fabric around him. While the

character would continually appear to be descending into an incredulous display of

disorder and chaos, it is always interesting to find that the character of Mr Bean still

remains intact and unscathed by these events at the end of every sketch. In this section

I will demonstrate how the epistemological and ideological tensions that operate at the

heart of the hegemonic masculine ideal are present in the characterisation of Mr Bean and

discuss how these contradictions are in turn translated into comic relief.
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Comedy, by its very nature, interacts with and reinvents social and institutional

meanings (Zijderveld 1983, p. 6). As a result, it challenges our construction of reality and

presents us with an alternative symbolic space or ‘play frame’ (Bateson 1955, cited in Fox

1990, p. 433, Berger 1995, pp. 14, 25) as an acceptable site where taken-for-granted

assumptions can be openly queried and debated. In the series Mr Bean we are introduced

to the comic tradition of physical comedy. Physical comedy is a distinctive form of

comedy that plays on the assumed predictability and regularity of social reality (Feibleman

1970, cited in Himmelstein 1994, p. 113) and represents this through the mannerisms,

reactions and responses of its principal character. In this regard: ‘the physical comedian is

an alien. He comes from the other side of the looking glass’ (Rowan Atkinson, quoted

in Dessau 1999, p. 204). Clearly, the ability to maintain and communicate a sense of

‘otherness’ is not only an integral part of the comic process of physical comedy but also

defines the purpose of the character of Mr Bean. In the series Mr Bean this attempt to

bracket off social reality and problematise our taken-for-granted assumptions about

everyday life is conveyed by the extreme traits and behaviours of this near silent character.

From the opening credits of the programme our attention is focused on the corporality of

Mr Bean. A Latin choir sing, ‘Behold the man that is Bean’ as we watch him being

dropped into this world from a spotlight in the sky. In this respect, the comedy is derived

from the fact that this character is taken to represent a distinctly male ‘alien’ figure whose

very existence confronts social order and challenges our social relations.

The notion of Mr Bean acting as the representative ‘other’ of contemporary

masculinity offers us an important starting point for our examination of this programme.

Research into the representative value of the ‘other’ has revealed that the ‘other’ acts as an

important symbolic resource and social marker in the identity formation process

(de Beauvoir 1949/1988, p. 36). Firstly, it offers us the terms of references upon which

masculinity and femininity is constructed and understood. In this particular instance, the

characterisation of Mr Bean helps us to define the conceptual limits of masculinity

(de Beauvoir 1949/1988, p. 171). However, this commentary about the construction of

hegemonic masculinity adopts a specific configuration as the character of Mr Bean is

encoded with a range of characteristics and behaviours that are the inverse of those

deemed important and necessary for masculinity (Appandurai 1988, p. 36). In this respect,

the character of Mr Bean represents an inversion of the hegemonic masculinity ideal. This

establishment of an inverse or contra-indicative masculine figure provides us with an

unprecedented insight into and access to the ‘logical contradictions’ (Jay 1981, cited in

Thiele 1986, p. 38) that bind the Cartesian dichotomies that constitute hegemonic

masculinity together. Secondly, the binary nature of the identity formation process is also

similar to the principle of ‘bisociation’ (Koestler 1964, cited in Fox 1990, p. 433) that

characterises comedy. The ‘play frame’ (Bateson 1955, cited in Fox 1990, p. 433) of

comedy is organised such that it has the ability to move between the predictable and the

unpredictable and back again with relative ease (Fox 1990, p. 433). It is this ‘switch frame’

(Fox 1990, p. 433) functioning that not only makes a joke funny but also makes comedy a

useful interpretative tool. In the case of Mr Bean, physical comedy allows us to encounter

the competing ideals and representations of masculinity in a non-confrontational manner.

Overall, the motif of the ‘other’ allows us to develop a better understanding of the

conceptual dependencies that operate at the heart of the experience and construction of

masculinity. As a result, the comedy of Mr Bean allows us to explore and negotiate the

terms of these conceptual dependencies in a productive manner.

In order to discuss how the characterisation of Mr Bean plays upon the limits and

meanings associated with our understanding of masculinity, we must first introduce
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Mr Bean. Even at first glance, the character of Mr Bean strikes a distinctive visual image.

His sense of dress and personal grooming would appear to be anachronistic with

contemporary men’s dress. This tall, thin man wears a shirt and tie, a brown tweed jacket

with leather arm patches together with a pair of straight-legged trousers that are slightly

too short in the length. He wears his hair short and with a side parting that is reminiscent of

a 1950s schoolboy. His silhouette is also quite distinctive, with his feet turned out and arms

swinging from side to side as he walks and runs from one place to another. Such an

exaggeration of the knees and arms helps to convey the idea that the character of Mr Bean

is a string puppet responding to the desires and intentions of Rowan Atkinson. The

physical otherness of Mr Bean is confirmed by Atkinson who has remarked: ‘In some ways

it’s the easiest acting job I’ve ever had because I feel I’m inside Mr Bean looking out’

(quoted in Dessau 1999, p. 239). Even at this level of superficial analysis the

characterisation of Mr Bean stands at ideological and creative odds with the conventional

hegemonic representation of leading male television characters.

Unlike the mature, self-assured masculinism of most television male leads, Rowan

Atkinson conceives Mr Bean to be a ‘nine-year-old’ (cited in Dessau 1999, p. 187) ‘(n)ot

only in the sense of his innocence, but also in his viciousness . . . when things don’t go his

way’ (Atkinson 1991, quoted in Dessau 1999, p. 198). The description of Mr Bean as

‘a delicious, self-centred, vindictive anarchist [who] just does exactly what he wants and

doesn’t care what the ramifications are, [and is] very self-centred’ (quoted in Barlow 2003,

p. 31) presents us with all the essential traits of hegemonic masculine ideal but in negative

and inflated concentrates. As a result, new counterpoints are being offered against the

hegemonic ideal of the productive, self-sufficient, rational and rampantly heterosexual

male. In the character of Mr Bean we discover a type of self-sufficiency that practically

excludes any sort of social, sexual or fraternal links or bonds. There is a strong tendency

towards solitude and an emotional unavailability so acute that the character would appear

to have over-exaggerated his claim on masculine independence. Colleagues and peers

appear to be frightened or unnerved by him and his occasional girlfriend is frustrated by

his emotional unavailability. Any attempt he makes to break beyond his self-imposed

emotional bubble, such as by hosting a dinner party, going to a funfair or nightclub,

typically results in chaos. However, this upset is usually inflicted on those around him

rather than on himself. The difficulty of Mr Bean to relate to other people can be

interpreted as an inflation of the ‘detached’ (Bordo 1986, p. 451) ideal within hegemonic

masculinity. Men are ideologically presumed to live in ‘opposition to the concrete world

of daily life’ (Smith 1974, p. 80) and experience a degree of alienation from ‘bodily and

local existence’ (Smith 1974, p. 89). In this regard, the extreme with which Mr Bean lives

out his independent life can be interpreted as offering us a critical commentary on the

assumed solitary nature of masculinity.

The excessive interpretation of the independent, goal-orientated type in hegemonic

masculinity can also be seen in Mr Bean’s clinical approach to life and how he solves

everyday difficulties. This difficulty with dealing with the practicalities of everyday

existence, such as going shopping or visiting the dentist, is a key element in the comedy of

Mr Bean. On the one hand, we can infer that his difficulty with the ‘concrete’ reality of

everyday living is another means of articulating a sense of unease about this male

character’s detachment from reality. However, I would contend that Mr Bean’s

incongruence with social reality also resonates as a critical commentary on the rationality

of hegemonic masculinity. As a character he tends to ‘look . . . around the back of things

rather than take them at face value’ (Rowan Atkinson 1991, cited in Dessau 1999, p. 198).

For instance, he paints his flat by lighting a large firecracker in a tin of paint and elects to
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fill all his teeth while visiting the dentist. After a shopping trip his car is so full of

purchases that he decides to drive the car from the armchair he has attached to the roof,

using a brush handle for the pedals and rope for the steering wheel. These examples reveal

the twisted logic of Mr Bean and his purist application of instrumental rationality as he

goes about his daily life. In this regard, Mr Bean demonstrates an intensely logocentric

worldview that is only concerned with the realisation of his own aims and objectives. As a

result, the character acts in a unilateral manner as he negotiates his way through the world

of the mundane. This single-mindedness in character is matched by a blatant disregard for

the interests and needs of others. The lack of empathy for others leads on from the sense

of impunity he feels about all his actions. As a result, the character of Mr Bean offers us

an extreme case of male individualism whose excessive application of rationality supports

a reckless partiality rather than a cool, detached and objective outlook on society. But

while the character of Mr Bean is oblivious to the consequences of his actions, the play

frame of physical comedy holds fast onto his irresponsibility by always showing the

television viewers the emotional and physical ramifications of his actions on those in his

immediate environs. I postulate that the inability of the character of Mr Bean to

comprehend the extent of his impact on the world and those around him, through the use

of a hyper-rational mode, not only reveals the operational limits of applying rationality in

an unpredictable lifeworld, but more importantly reminds us that the completely self-

sufficient male archetype is not only unhealthy for the male in question but also a danger

to those around him.

The male body is typically used as an object of heterosexual desire and as a signifier of

physical power in demonstrating hegemonic masculinity. However, in the comedy of

Mr Bean this call for an overt masculine sexuality is used ironically. The character exhibits

an unsophisticated and sexless body image. His slender, androgynous body contrasts

sharply with the robust physical presence perpetuated by the media image of hegemonic

masculinity. The absence of a heterosexual appeal about Mr Bean directly challenges one

of the tenets of hegemonic masculinity and is played out with interesting results. Most

noticeable of these is the emotional range given to the character. In some early episodes

Mr Bean has a girlfriend; however, we see no easy exchange of affection or display of

sexual attraction between them. In fact, the only range of emotions that this relationship

encourages is jealousy, on his part, when there is a possible suitor at a disco, or frustration,

from his girlfriend, at his insensitivity and failure to buy her jewellery at Christmas. This

rather narrow emotional range of jealousy and emotional inconsideration represents an

exaggeration of the ‘separation, conquest, return’ model that hegemonic masculinity

prescribes for men. Interestingly the only positive emotional display that Mr Bean shows is

towards his teddy bear. But even here the depths and extent of this object attachment are

questioned and contradicted by some aspects of his behaviour. While he is thoughtful

enough to bring teddy on holidays with him, to include him as a guest at his party, or

buying a gift for him for Christmas, a sense of fear and danger is never too far away. It is

quite common for his teddy bear to get its head ripped off or become caught in doors. On

these occasions, we are reminded of the unreliable nature of men’s affections and their

overall inability to provide consistent and sensitive emotional support and care.

It is clear from this discussion that the character of Mr Bean offers us a unique insight

and commentary on the competing representational signs and codes that define our

understanding and construction of contemporary masculinity. Through the medium of

physical comedy we encounter an alien male figure that is constituted by competing and

contradictory exaggerations and inversions of the hegemonic ideal. This deconstructed

masculine image not only challenges the newer models of masculinity present in popular
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culture but also reminds us of the practical impossibility for modern men to resemble the

hegemonic masculine ideal (MacGhaill 1996). This identification and exposure of the

many contradictions contained within the hegemonic ideal is made possible by the clinical

manner in which physical comedy can invert social order.

Hegemonic masculinity and contra-indicative masculinity

Hanke (1992) argues that an analysis of hegemonic masculinity can be helpful in itself

because hegemonic masculinity has the ability ‘to defuse crisis tendencies for its own

purposes’ (Brittan 1989, cited in Hanke 1992, p. 196). The ability of hegemonic

masculinity to recover and reassert itself whatever the context or circumstances can be

seen quite clearly in the play frame of comedy. We cannot take comedy at face value for

while comedy would appear to be rooted in our taken-for-granted reality it actually

presents us with its opposite (Bergson 1956, p. 79). For instance, comedy looks like it is

populated by typical and realistic characters often adopting conventional roles, e.g. fathers,

husbands, work colleagues; however, on closer inspection these character types can be

found to deviate from the norm through their actions and reactions to the circumstances

they find themselves in (Charney 1978, pp. 49, 56, 69, 70). It is in its essential contrariness

that comedy can actually approximate reality more accurately and succinctly and in turn

allow us a closer insight into reality (Charney 1978, p. 4). In this particular instance we can

argue that the comedy and representation of Mr Bean allows hegemonic masculinity to

persist even though it is being channelled through an inverted or subordinated masculinity.

The representational arc of Mr Bean intersects with, and in so doing unsettles and

challenges, a number of popular versions of contemporary masculinity. Its particular

manifestation of masculinity can, in the first instance, be interpreted as an affront to the

machismo of hegemonic masculinity, as recently represented in the ‘New Lad’. Such an

exposition of machismo is channelled through the metaphorical autism of Mr Bean, who

appears as an outwardly functioning male type yet, beyond this public role, is divorced

from his private or emotional self (Horrocks 1994, p. 109). The emotional detachment of

Mr Bean and his apparent inability to forge human relations and nurture and safeguard

them inadvertently and ironically underpins some of the comic qualities of the character.

The near complete absence of emotional awareness also acts as an interesting

counterpoint to the ‘soft’ centre proposed by the New Man representation. This male

autism also registers as an assault on the rampant heterosexuality of hegemonic

masculinity. In this comedy series Mr Bean displays at best a bland, and at worst, an

asexual sexuality. He resembles a pre-pubescent male, lacking in any corporal or sexual

awareness, moving through his various social worlds in an asexual trance alone and

without the guidance and support of a male peer group. Such a lack of peer group equally

strikes at the ideological heart of hegemonic masculinity. This representation holds fast

to the assumption that all men, including those of the New Man or the New Lad variety,

are essentially popular human beings, with enough confidence and social skills to not

only acquire friends but also demand and command social attention from their immediate

contexts. Unfortunately for Mr Bean he does not appear to possess any such status, social

or otherwise.

In addition to this autistic–machismo axis we also encounter another core tension that

criss-crosses both the representation of Mr Bean and that of hegemonic masculinity itself,

namely, its rational–emotional dichotomy. As a comic figure Mr Bean embraces the long-

standing tradition of comedians who projected themselves as being ‘invulnerable and

omnipotent’ (Charney 1978, p. 145), unscathed by the calamitous events that often befall
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them (e.g. Buster Keaton, Harold Lloyd, Inspector Clouseau). This imperviousness to

reality, to pain, suffering, failure and disappointments is not only a feature of the comic

tradition but also can be linked to the logocentric nature of hegemonic masculinity. The

storylines that the character of Mr Bean becomes involved in and his reactions to these

situations convey the impression that Mr Bean is an unsocialised actor ill at ease with

social conventions and interpersonal interactions. This lack of a social compass causes him

to assert a pronounced rational state of awareness, forcing him to reduce social life and all

its complexities and nuances to that of an intellectual puzzle that must be solved through

the application of objective rules.

At the representational level, the character of Mr Bean and more importantly his

actions, playfully interject, tease and cajole hegemonic masculinity and the other popular

representations of contemporary masculinity. However, this is not mounted in a formal

assault on these representations but is rather heavily disguised and cloaked behind the veil

of physical and visual comedy. It offers a side-swipe at popular versions of masculinity, by

turning them into something we can laugh at rather than openly challenge. In this respect,

the representation of contra-indicative masculinity serves to augment the dominance of

hegemonic masculinity. Interestingly, this representation of masculinity also realigns

hegemonic masculinity with power in society through the commercialisation and

consequent profitability of the character of Mr Bean. The representation of Mr Bean and

his ensuing objectification into consumable products reveals a continuing recent trend in

the commercialisation of masculinity. While the previous configurations of ‘commercial

masculinity’ (Benyon 2004, p. 18) in the New Man and New Lad focused on the

‘commercial exploitation of men-as-sex-objects’ (Benyon 2004, p. 203) through

the creation of new consumer markets in menswear and lifestyle magazines, the

commodification of Mr Bean is largely divorced from such sexualisation. As a result, the

commodification of Mr Bean is not just directed at the narcissistic male as a consumer but

rather is more global and general in its appeal and scope. Consequentially, this contra-

indicative masculinity is perhaps more successful realigned with consumer capitalism than

the previous representations listed.

Conclusions: Mr Bean and contra-indicative masculinity

This article has explored the form and function of the characterisation of Mr Bean as a

popular image of contemporary masculinity. Its objective was not to present this

particular image of the contemporary independent male and measure it against the

‘reality’ of contemporary society, but rather to investigate it against the competing

ideological systems that have shaped and defined its development – the politics of

identity and the representational economy of men’s studies, the ‘play frame’ of comedy

and the ideological power of hegemonic masculinity. As a result, we have seen

developed an interpretative account of the representation of Mr Bean that shows the

various meanings that criss-cross this subordinated representation of masculinity. While

most of the article has been concerned with the task of analysing a contra-indicative

masculinity type, the discussion has revealed that despite its oppositional elements, the

character of Mr Bean has been found to ironically reaffirm and revitalise the power and

position of the hegemonic masculine ideal in the late twentieth century. Clearly, the

study of masculinities and their various popular representations continues to be a

worthwhile line of enquiry not only in terms of contributing to the scholarship of men’s

studies but also in revealing the cultural dominance of hegemonic masculinity in

society in general.
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